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Hopefully it will make her apear smoother. In attempt to reduce appearance of lines in the body I tweaked the mesh a bit more. There were
reports of texture issues or freezing before so I rebuilt the mod again and, so far, have received no reports of problems with the mod. Includes
what I hope is an improved mesh model that should have the lines around the waist reduced in visibility. It will now be part of your game. This mod
corrects that to eliminate immersion-killing silliness. A very simple mod intended to correct some very ridiculous choices made in handling character
action. The original, though smoothed out and the texture tweaked and tweaked again, still showed lines where her panties used to be.

mass effect 3 nude mod mediafire
This mod corrects a couple irritating scenes from ME3: the scene where Traynor is taking a shower in her underwear?! The shower scene is part
of a romance sequence between a Femshep and Traynor, the DLC scene is just a funny vignette in Shepard's apartment. There were reports of
texture issues or freezing before so I rebuilt the mod again and, so far, have received no reports of problems with the mod. Hope the new version
works for you. Includes what I hope is an improved mesh model that should have the lines around the waist reduced in visibility. In attempt to
reduce appearance of lines in the body I tweaked the mesh a bit more. Hopefully it will make her apear smoother. A very simple mod intended to
correct some very ridiculous choices made in handling character action. Couldn't correct the bathing and shower scenes without side effect of also
making Femshep nude and making their romance in the nude. Can't do it any other way so I choose realism over stupid prude.

Nude mod
The original, though smoothed out and the texture tweaked and tweaked again, still showed lines where her panties used to be. Because Traynor
and FemShep share the same body mesh and textures for these scenes, both Traynor AND FemShep will be nude in the Traynor-FemShep
romance scene too. We suggest you try the with no filter applied, to browse all available. There were reports of texture issues or freezing before so
I rebuilt the mod again and, so far, have received no reports of problems with the mod. Hopefully it will make her apear smoother. This mod has
what I hope is an improved mesh. This mod corrects a couple irritating scenes from ME3: the scene where Traynor mass effect 3 nude mods
taking a shower in her underwear?! Traynor will take a bath in Shepard's apartment in the nude like a normal person. This new mesh is an attempt
to minimize these lines and make her look smoother in skin. She will also shower in the nude as well just prior to a romance scene with FemShep
like a normal person. This is a VERY simple mod to apply. The shower scene is part of a romance sequence between a Femshep and Traynor, the
DLC scene is just a funny vignette in Shepard's apartment. In attempt to reduce appearance of lines in the body I tweaked the mesh a bit more.

Mass effect 3 nude mods - Adult: Traynor/Femshep nude mod for Mass Effect 3
Includes what I hope is an improved mesh model that should have the lines around the waist reduced in visibility. This is a VERY simple mod to
apply. An adult mod for the non-prude, non-ridiculous. They could EASILY have used artful view angles and strategic shots of bare back, legs,
upper body in bare skin and been perfectly mass effect 3 nude mods but instead they went stupid. The fact is this mod is one of my least favorite of
all I've made but it is popular my personal favs are my Tali mod, my comprehensive Ashley mod, and my EDI mod, in that order. Can't do it any
other way so I choose realism over stupid prude. In attempt to reduce appearance of lines in the body I tweaked the mesh a bit more. This mod
corrects that to eliminate immersion-killing silliness. Couldn't correct the bathing and shower scenes without side effect of also making Femshep
nude and making their romance in the nude.

Adult: Traynor/Femshep nude mod for Mass Effect 3

The original, though smoothed out and the texture tweaked and tweaked again, still showed lines where her panties used to be. The fact is this mod
is one of my least favorite of all I've made but it is popular my personal favs are my Tali mod, my comprehensive Ashley mod, and my EDI mod, in
that order. I never do femshep so I couldn't care less about the whole lesbian sex fantasy aspects but enough others do, or feel the same way
about the ridiculousness of seeing someone bathe in their clothes, that this simple mod is THE most downloaded and highest rated of all my mods
at Nexus I have no idea of the stats here beyond the high vote in favor.

Hopefully it will make her apear smoother. Traynor will take a bath in Shepard's apartment in the nude like a normal person. Because Traynor and
FemShep share the same body mesh and textures for these scenes, both Traynor AND FemShep will be nude in the Traynor-FemShep romance
scene too. The shower scene is part of a romance sequence between a Femshep and Traynor, the DLC scene is just a funny vignette in Shepard's
apartment. We suggest you try the with no filter applied, to browse all available. The fact is this mod is one of my least favorite of all I've made but
it is popular my personal favs are my Tali mod, my comprehensive Ashley mod, and my EDI mod, in that order. She will also shower in the nude
as well just prior to a romance scene with FemShep like a normal person. The original, though smoothed out and the texture tweaked and tweaked
again, still showed lines where her panties used to be. Can't do it any other way so I choose realism over stupid prude.

